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MEDICAL SERVICE IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AND MINOR THEATERS. By
Charles M. Wiltse. Washington, D. C., Office of the Chief of Military
History, Department of the Army, 1965. 664 pp. $5.00.
This second volume published in the group of the Medical Department sub-
series of the Technical Services represents enormous effort to present an
accurate and comprehensive account, without too much reference to "who
done it." The author succeeds in giving emphasis to the interests and needs
of the military student and to an even wider audience, with lessons in the
provision of mass medical care adequately "given to those who fought in
the largest of American wars."
One is reminded that, beginning with the invasion of North Africa
on 8 November, 1942, as the first ground offensive,
the beaches of Algeria and Morocco, the barren hills and dry wadies of Tunisia,
became the proving grounds for equipment, for tactics, and for men, . . . the
Mediterranean remained a "pilot" theater whose accumulated experience saved
countless lives on other fronts.
Details of the medical story of WW II are recorded elsewhere in some
40 volumes of the clinical series appearing under the imprint of the Office
of The Surgeon General.
Besides 15 chapters carefully prepared and a scholarly prologue on the
Gift of Life, there is an appendix containing hospital statistics, observations
on principal medical units, hospitalization and evacuation, and the German
medical establishment, with 39 tables, 43 maps, and many useful illustrative
photographs from the Department of Defense.
Noteworthy comments are given in the final chapter on the Mediterran-
ean in Retrospect: The creed of an army surgeon was expressed by General
Martin, Fifth Army Surgeon in the Italian campaign, as "The useless
expenditure of life and suffering is as criminal as murder." The theater
was reported as stripped sometimes of its best troops and facilities to
strengthen the build-up for Normandy and later to mount the invasion of
southern France, while replacements were inexperienced and slow in com-
ing. The Medical Department during active fighting was plagued by
shortages-of personnel, of beds, of medical units, and of various supplies.
Yet by virtue of ingenuity, skill, organization, improvisation, and endless hours
of hard work, the medical mission was carried out with speed and precision at
every level.... Emphasis in the Mediterranean was always on the role of Army
medicine in conserving manpower.
Major time wastes were malaria, common respiratory diseases, diarrhea
and dysentery, and venereal diseases, all of them largely, and some of them
completely, preventable. Among the lessons were:
. . . never waste specialized skills by detailing men who possess them to work
that others can do as well; treat disease as you treat battle wounds and anxiety
states, as close to the front as you can, but use every means in your power to
prevent disease.
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